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 We are using cyberspace for completing our daily life activities because of 

the growth of Internet. Attackers use some approachs, such as phishing, with 

the use of false websites to collect personal information of users. Although, 

software companies launch products to prevent phishing attacks, identifying 

a webpage as legitimate or phishing, is a very defficult and these products 

cannot protect from attacks. In this paper, an anti-phishing system has been 

introduced that can extract feature from website’s URL as instant basis and 

use four classification algorithms named as K-Nearest neighbor, decision 

tree, support vector machine, random forest on these features. According to 

the comparison of the experimental results from these algorithms, random 

forest algorithm with the selected features gives the highest performance 

with the 95.67% accuracy rate. Then we have used one deep learning 

algorithm as enhanced of our experiment named as deep neural decision 

forests which have given performance with the 92.67% accuracy rate. Then 

we have created a system which can extract the features from raw URL and 

pass the features to our deep neural decision forest trained model and can 

classify the URL as Phishing or legitimate. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

We are using internet for completing our daily life activities such as electronic banking, social media 

communications etc. because of the growth of Internet. Attackers use different techniques, such as phishing, by 

using phishing websites to collect personal information of users like username, password, and Credit card 

number. Phishing attack is a type of cyber-attack which targets general users fooling them to give personal 

information like username, credit card number, national identify card number, debit card number, password etc. 

Every year, general users loss billions of moneys for this phishing attacks [1]. Crackers trick the users by 

sending uniform resource locator of a similar website as a legitimate website to get personal information. As 

like as the general phishing where fisherman give bait to catch fish, crackers send this type of websites and 

website’s URL as bait and waits to anyone would enter and give personal information. Sometimes, they also 

attack general mobile users for increasing their efficiency [2]. For example, the URL for google.com, they 

replace ‘oo’ with ‘ooo’ to trick with end-user and set phishing site. Instead of entering google.com when end-

users enter gooogle.com and enter their google account those end-users’ credentials will go to attackers.  

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/
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Anti-phishing working group (APWG) is a non-profit organization that inspect phishing attacks 

reported by its member companies such as Kaspersky Lab, Iron-Key, and Internet Identity. According to the 

latest APWG (June 2021) Q1 report, APWG saw that there were 222,127 attacks in June 2021, which was 

the third-worst month in the history of APWG’s reporting [3]. Often end-users become the victim of phishing 

attacks because of five causes such as, end-users don’t have overall understanding about phishing-URLs, 

they don’t understand wheather a website is trustworthy or not, it is not possible for them to see the full URL 

of the website because of the structure of Hypertext Markup Language, they have less time for analyzing 

URLs and they cannot differentiate the appearance of phishing website from the legitimate website [4]. But 

aware of these five reasons cannot protect them to fall in phishing attacks [5]. Thousands of email users are 

getting fake emails from attackers, as the attackers are hoping that certain numbers of user would enter to that 

URL [6]. Spear Phishing attacks are done by attackers by targeting an individual group of people or 

community as a part of an organization or a company [7]. End Users get messages from attackers over social 

media or any other communication media by pretending to be a familiar face of the company, they make 

communication and ask for sensitive data related to that company [8]. There are many ways to create anti-

phishing techniques or tool. These can be categorized mainly in four categories, such as List-based 

techniques: There are two types of lists used in list-based anti-phishing technique, mainly used by browsers. 

Those are: first one is whitelist that contains legitimate URLs as a list which can be visited by anyone who 

wants to visit, by the browsers, and second one is blacklist which contains harmful URLs. The browser 

accessed and download only those websites whose URL is stored in the whitelist as legitimate website’s  

URL [9].  

Visual similarity-based Approach: In this anti-phishing technique, a comparison has to be made 

between suspicious website image with legitimate website image database to get similarity ratio, the scores of 

ratio will be used for the classification of suspicious websites. When the similarity score is greater than a 

certain threshold, the website will be classified as phishing else it will be legitimate [10], [11]. But a problem 

is that it takes a huge storage for storing images. Heuristic-based techniques: In this technique, features are to 

be collected from the phishing website based on some rules or characteristics of the phishing attacks, 

phishing website or phishing website URL [12]-[14]. If any phishing website don’t have same features, then 

this mechanism gives poor result as detection rate. Machine learning-based techniques: Recently, researchers 

are researching on the use of machine learning algorithms (ML) to detect phishing attacks by applying them 

into extracted features from the websites [15]. Heuristic method and machine learning are combined here 

where heuristic method is used to extract information from website and its URL to make dataset, then dataset 

is feed to machine learning algorithm for detection and classification. 

 

 

2. BACKGROUND STUDY 

As our proposed system is based on ML based techniques, we will discuss some of the papers that 

represents existing ML techniques which are used in the detecting phishing websites. Zhang et al. [16] in this 

paper, they proposed a system name as CANTINA which looks the content of a web page. For this purpose, 

it uses time frequency-inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) algorithm. When someone is locating any 

webpages, they can use the URL following a common structured. If the resources that one URL is locating, 

can’t be found in the web, then one can search the signature terms by a browser to find out the website. 

CANTINA collects major terms by using the term frequency-inverse document frequency algorithm and then 

those terms were searched by browsers. If it shows the websites, it was noted to be a legitimate website. But 

this system is limited in English language.  

Guang et al. CANTINA+ (2011) [17]. In this paper, they proposed an extended version of 

CANTINA. CANTINA+ is a comprehensive feature-based way where they have applied two filters. First one 

is a filter based on hash which compares a webpage against known phishing websites and second one finds 

out the HTML for login form. If the webpage is not detected as duplicated nearly to any other webpage, but it 

has login-form, then they extract 15 features from that webpage. Six machine learning algorithms named as 

logistic regression, decision forest, random forest, support vector machine, Bayesian network, Adaboost are 

used here. The limitation of this papers is small dataset around 8,118 phishing and 4,883 legitimate web 

pages. Though the system gives 92% accuracy, it gives a high false positive rate. Le, et al. (2011) [18].  

In this paper, a system has been proposed name as ‘PhishDef’ which use lexical features and 

external features to identify phishing sites. They have taken 6,083 malicious URLs and 8,155 legitimate 

URLs from different sources. Their external features have been taken from WHOIS and Team Cymru. They 

have used different machine learning algorithm. Among them, adaptive regularization of weights (AROW) 

has work best and they work with it. Jeeva and Rajsingh [19], in this paper, they have introduced a system 

which is based on rule mining. They have obtained rules by interpreting features that are commonly seen or 

common characteristics for phishing URL. The proposed method has been consisted of two phases: i) URL 

search phase in which one request for URL if the URL is in legitimate URL’s directory, then the URL is 
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identified as trustworthy URL. If not, then the URL goes to next phase and ii) feature extraction in which 14 

heuristics features has been extracted from that URL and stored for applying rule to find out the URL as 

legitimate or phishing URL. Here, feature extraction phase includes features such as length of host, number 

of slashes, dots of host name, IP address etc. By using apriori algorithm, rule mining was established on the 

gathered features. Their experimental result shows 93% of accuracy of phishing detection.  

Their main limitation is that the classification depends on quality of rules and they use 1,200 

phishing URLs and 200 legitimate URL which is a limited dataset Jain and Gupta [20]. In this paper, they 

introduced a machine-learning based phishing detection way which collect features from client-side webpage 

content and page source code without using any third-party sources. They have used 4,059 phishing and 

legitimate websites as dataset. They have used a web crawler to obtain the feature from websites source code. 

This system downloads the total website including its URL and source code, then they extract URL features 

like number of dots, special symbol, suspicious keyword present in URL and also extract HTML source code 

features like presence of fake login form, and number of hyperlinks random forest (RF), support vector 

machine (SVM), neural networks, logistic regression and Naïve Bayes algorithm has been used in this 

system. Among these algorithm, random forest has worked most effectively and is used for trained the 

ultimate model. Their main limitation can be point out as this system need to download the whole webpage 

html source code and also content. Sundaram [21] in this paper, an efficient feature-based machine learning 

framework has been introduced. This study compares accuracy, f1 scores, guessing and remembering of 

Naïve Bayes (NB) and random forest (RF) to detect criminal messages to steal credential information. Here 

they have used a small dataset of 11,055 URLs with 6,157 cases of identity theft and 4,898 legal cases named 

as ‘Phishing Websites Dataset’ from the UCI Machine study library. 

 

 

3. METHOD 

3.1.  Features extraction and data processing in proposed model 

In this proposed system, feature extraction has been done from raw URL as input. In order to 

identify the relevant features, analyzation has been done on phishing websites dataset published: 24 

September 2020| Version [22]. From the data source, after analyzing the dataset, we have taken 24748 data as 

training data set and 10,607 data as testing data set of dataset_small.csv. Based on the heuristics, twenty-three 

features have been selected for determining website as phishing or legitimate sites. We can divide them into 

three categories. 

 

3.1.1. Third-party services based features 

First seven features have been collected from Python’s third-party services which we are calling as 

Third-party Service Based Features. They are as follows:  

- Feature-1: TLS/SSL Certificate: Transport layer security (TLS) is a protocol that provides communication 

between two computers which is encrypted on the communication path or internet. It checks the credential 

to identity of the right destination server or computer so that hackers or cracker cannot intercept and get 

any data. Secure Sockets Layer or SSL is the previous version of TLS.  

- Feature-2: Time to Live Hostname (ttl_hostname): Time to live refer to how long DNS setting are 

supposed to be cached before they are automatically refreshed.  

- Feature-3: Number of Resolved Nameservers (qty_nameservers): A nameserver is a server that is 

responsible to identify address of a domain through the internet by translating and mapping human 

readable domain name to corresponding IP address of the corresponding web server to find a website, 

communicate across the network and return to the desired web address. One website can be connected to 

many nameserver. 

- Feature-4: Number of resolved Ips: Resolved IP means mapping IP address to the domain name. one 

domain name can have multiple IP addresses resolved to it. 

- Feature-5: Time (in days) of Domain Activation: Domain activation means domain name has been added 

to zone file and name server has been added to domain name. Here time of domain activation in days 

means, from present day how many days has it been passed after the domain has been activated.  

- Feature-6: Time (in days) of Domain Expiration: After a limited time, activated domain will come to its 

expiration limit and if it is not renewed the domain name cannot be used. Here time of domain expiration 

in days means from the present days how many days left to expire the domain.  

- Feature-7: AS Number (or ASN): An autonomous system number (ASN) is a unique number assigned to 

an autonomous system (AS) by the Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA).  
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3.1.2. URL based features 

Next thirteen features have been taken from URL which is called as ‘URL Based Features’. These 

features are: quantity of dot in URL, quantity of hyphen in URL, quantity of underline in URL, quantity of 

slash in URL, quantity of question mark in URL, quantity of equal in URL, quantity of at in URL, quantity of 

and in URL, quantity of space in URL, quantity of tilde in URL, quantity of plus in URL, quantity of dollar 

in URL and length of URL. These features have been taken from the structure of URL. These features are 

important to detect phishing URL properly. 

 

3.1.3. Domain based features 

Last three features have been taken from Domain which is called as ‘Domain Based Features’. 

These features are: quantity of dot in Domain, quantity of hyphen in Domain and length of domain. These 

features have been taken from the structure of domain of URL. These features are important to detect 

phishing URL properly. The algorithm for extracting feature from a URL in Algorithm 1. 
 

Algorithm 1: The algorithm for extracting feature from a URL 
Start: 

Step-1: Call the Function Feature Extraction (URL): 

Step-2: Find the domain name of the url 

Step-3: If the url start with “https” then ttl_ssl_certificate=1 else ttl_ssl_certificate=0 

Step-4: Find ttl_hostname by using dns.resolver.query() in domain 

Step-5: Find qty_nameserver by using dns.resolver.query() with domain and “NS” as parameter 

Step-6: Find qty_ip_resolved by using socket.gethostname_ex() with domain as parameter 

Step-7: Find time activation and expiration by using WHOIS 

Step-8: Find asn_ip by using Net() 

Step-9: URL based feature by use URL.count(feature_symbol) and len(URL) 

Step-10: Domain based feature by use domain.count(feature_symbol) and len(domain) 

 

3.2.  Used algorithms  

We have used four algorithms as K-nearest neighbor, decision tree, support vector machine, random 

forest and compare their work efficiency based on their accuracy level. Based on their performance, we have 

used Deep neural decision forest, which is a new comer deep learning algorithm in this field, in our model. 

Now, we are going to discuss these five algorithms. 

 

3.2.1. K-nearest neighbor (KNN) 

In the training phase, KNN learns the similarity of the input labels for each output labels. In testing 

phase, we give our test data, according to its learning pattern. It measures the distance of the similarity of the 

new datapoint and put the new data to that category which is most similar or closer of the available categories 

[23]. Here, we use Minkowski distance between two features (X) and labels (Y) which can be defined as: 
 

(∑ 𝑖 = 1𝑛 |𝑋𝑖 − 𝑌𝑖|𝑝)𝑖/𝑝 (1) 
 

here i is the data and if p=1, then it is Manhattan distance or if p=2, then it is Euclidian Distance. 

 

3.2.2. Decision tree 

It is a tree like structure which tree can be explained by two parts as decision node and leafs where 

decision nodes split data and leaf are the final outcomes or outputs [24]. The data is continuously divided 

basis on the certain parameter in this algorithm. We have used “Gini Impurity Measure” method for splitting 

out data. Here Gini impurity tells us that what is the probability of misclassification of an observation. Here, 

only one tree structure flowchart will be produced basis on the impurity checking and final leaf will be either 

phishing or legitimate label. The decision tree can be normalized in decision rules as: 

- If condition1 and condition2 and condition3 then outcome. 

- If we consider as D our dataset where k is total classes, p(i) is the probability of getting any class of a 

data then we can write Gini impurity as (2).  
 

Gini (D) =1 − ∑ 𝑝(𝑖)𝑘
𝑖=1  (2) 

 

3.2.3. Support vector machine (SVM) 

It is another supervised machine learning algorithm which place each features considering as a data 

point in n-dimensional space where n is the total features number. Here we have 23 features, with the value 

of each feature being the value of each co-ordinate. In the training data, the algorithm plots the data and 

features as coordinate and find out the right-hyper plane or the best fitted line to separate or distinguish 

between phishing characteristics and legitimate characteristics to classify and predict phishing and legitimate 

URL in the test dataset [25].  
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3.2.4. Random forest 

Random forest refers to as an ensemble learning which is a technique to combine many 

classification algorithms to provide solution of difficult situation and improve accuracy of machine learning 

algorithm [26]. A random forest is the combination of many decision trees. The training data is fed to random 

forest algorithm and it produces a number of decision tree. The final output of random forest is done by 

summing the maximum number of decision tree gives which is result. Here, in this system, the output is 

chosen by checking the majority of the decision trees gives which result. 

 

3.2.5. Deep neural decision forest 

Deep neural decision forest is an algorithm which combines properties from representation learning 

known as deep architectures with divide-and-conquer principle from decision trees [27]. Here, in this one, in 

the upper level it has deep convolution network and it lower-level it has number of decision tree or in a word 

random forest. Deep neural decision forests combines the classification trees and representation learning 

functionalities known from deep convolution neural network. It has differentiable trees with the initial 

representation learning conduct in the deep neural decision forest. This is different from convolutional neural 

network because here the final prediction has been made on the decision trees. 

 

3.3. Proposed model 

This system toke URL as input. We extracted features in three categories as Third-party based 

features, URL based features and Domain based features. Then we feed that data to previously trained model 

of machine learning algorithm and, detected and labeled as ‘Phishing’ or Legitimate. This is illustrated as 

Figure 1. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Block diagram of ‘comparison of the efficiency of machine learning algorithms for phishing 

detection from URL’ 

 

 

In this system, machine learning algorithms are trained by twenty-four thousand data in a dataset 

and we test those learned model by more than ten thousand data. Our four algorithms named as decision tree, 

random forest, SVM, KNN have trained and tested on our dataset.  

The working process of this system starting from dataset is taken as input then we plot and analyze 

the features of that dataset. Then we select the most effective features and create a new dataset. We find the 

unique value of each feature of that dataset and remove negative values. Then we split that dataset as train 

and test dataset. We train model for four classification algorithms and test their performance. As decision tree 

and random forest give us the highest accuracy we use deep neural decision forest, is applied for the testing 

and training those data. After that module has been created which take raw URL as input, it extracts data 

from that URL it have fed that extracted data to trained model of deep neural decision forest and give us 

output as “Phishing” or “legitimate”. In this module, three types of extraction have been done as our trained 

and test dataset. First one is third-part based features extraction, second one is URL based features annd third 

one is domain based features. This is illustrated as Figure 2. 
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Figure 2. The working procedure of the system 

 

 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

“Comparison of the efficiency of machine learning algorithms on phishing detection from URL” is a 

supervised machine learning classification type problem. Four popular machine learning algorithms and one 

deep learning algorithm have been applied into our trained dataset, they create models then our test dataset 

has been fed to those trained model and make the prediction. decision tree and random forest give us the 

higher accuracy than KNN and support vector machine. That’s mean, tree-structured algorithms are working 

better with our datasets. The performance of four algorithms is such that KNN as 75.10%, SVM as 90.64%, 

decision tree as 93.34% and Random Forest as 95.67%. This is shown in Table 1. 

According to their performance in terms of how accurate the algorithms are predicting; we have 

expanded our work and we use deep neural decision forest, which is given 92.67% accurate prediction. The 

confusion matrix for these four algorithms is illustrated in Figure 3. After trained the model of deep neural 

decision forest, the Feature_Extraction_and_result () function takes the URL as input, extract the feature and 

the trained model is fed that features or data.  
 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Confusion matrix 
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The extracted data from the URL as a list, the tensor that has been made to feed the Deep Neural 

Decision Forest model, the third-party features result one by one and at last the label as “Legitimate” 

illustrated in the Figure 4 for the first URL and “Phishing” illustrated in the Figure 5 for the second URL 

which is correct result for the given URL. 

After analyzing result of each algorithm, it is proved that Decision Tree and Random Forest works 

better than other two algorithms and tree-structured algorithm is working better with our dataset and our 

selected features. After expanding the possibility, we have used Deep Neural Decision Forest which has 

given us the accuracy as 92.67% in prediction with our test-dataset output label. 
 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Output of the system labeled as 'Legitemate' for Legimate URL 

 

 

 
 

Figure 5. Output of this system labeled as "Phishing" for Phishing URL 
 

 

Table 1. Algorithm’s performance 
Serial No Algorithm’s Name Accuracy 

1 K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) 75.10% 

2 Support Vector Machine (SVM) 90.64% 

3 Decision Tree 93.34% 

4 Random Forest 95.67% 

 

 

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

We are introducing a comparative and effective phishing detection from URL by Machine Learning 

system which is a system for detecting phishing URL by observing URL structure. By this system, phishing 

websites URL can automatically be detected and say whether it is involves to phishing attacks or not. In this 

system, we have used twenty-three features from URL structure to detect the phishing site’s URL. We are 

using, in total, five algorithms for detecting. We use first four algorithm as decision tree, K-nearest neighbor 

(KNN), support vector machine (SVM) and Random Forest and compare their performance. Among these 
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four, random forest gives best performance. Then, we apply deep learning algorithm which is deep neural 

decision forest. After that, a system has been created that take a URL as input, extracted features from that 

URL and then that extracted data has been fed to the model of deep neural decision forest and it give us the 

output as phishing or legitimate label. This system works well. Machine learning based model is developing 

the better security against cybercrime like phishing attack. Now we will work in the future on the system that 

we are working on for improving the working procedure and feature extraction part. We will apply other 

deep learning algorithm like wide, deep and cross network, gated residual and variable selection network and 

compare their accuracy and performance. 
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